
 

              ACROSS 

1   Many a Skidmore student and  

     music department professor 

5   On Trump's speed dial after  

     Melania divorce 

10 Terminate 

11 Comes before 69...and dine 

13 A particle with a charge 

14 School based in Troy, NY 

15 He/she has in Oaxaca 

16 News network known for  

     gimmicky reporting 

17 East in Berlin 

18 2-to-3-year certification  

     in the UK 

19 Greek philosopher  

     whose name sounds like  

     a popular modeling clay 

21 Badgers 

22Ready in Nice 

23 A car with many defects 

26 Disney’s Queen of Arendelle 

28 “Her” is its indirect object 

 29 Clothing chain which utilizes  

     a racetrack layout 

31 Received 

33 “___ the season” 

35 “I will,” in text speak 

36 Cranberry juice is a common  

     prevention 

37 For 40-Down, it’s a negative 

38 Government body responsible  

     for patting-down bodies 

41 With the letter to the left,  

     a novice videogamer  

42 Just before darkness 

44 “Very,” in SMS language 

46 A college student’s favorite     

     meal…on a budget 

48 3 on a grandfather clock 

51 The President's favorite word to 

     end a tweet 

53 Give one a hand in Barcelona, 

     say 

54 Uni notorious for not selling  

    coffee on campus 

55 Visibly buoyant  

56 Goals 

                  DOWN 

1 Peruses the internet, say 

2 Drafts 

3 “Consider it done” 

4 Famous airship in StarFox 

5 Like a bed & breakfast 

6 Julia Louis-Dreyfus role 

7 Its capital is Managua  

8 Footballer Amadou  

9 Book-mark 

12 MacGuyver’d bombs, say 

15 A meme which facetiously 

    expresses gratitude to the  

    44
th

 president 

20 Records 

21 No in Vanuatu  

24 Expression of indifference 

25 “I, also”  

26 Has a Dutch disease 

27 Pre-law exams 

 

30 The first half of a recent movie title, 

      with the circled tiles spelling out the 

      second as an anagram. 49-Down and 

      50-Down are major plot elements. 

32 Hockey sudden death (abbr.)  

34 Dr. Frankenstein’s assistant 

39 Cutesy suffix often added to “brew” or 

     “bro” 

40 Government body responsible for 

     Rovers 

43 Game with the goal of losing all one’s 

     cards 

45 British counter-terrorist grp., with a  

     lisp 

47 Often has “Welcome” stitched on top 

49 Computer often referred to as “Big 

     Blue” 

50 How I spelled “eyes” when I was 5 

52 “Keep it on the __”  


